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Abstract

Exploratory Data Analysis (EDA) is an important step in data processing pipelines, for which many tools
have been developed. In this article we take an initial step in evaluating the relationship between users
and EDA tools, as mediated by their interfaces, across different stages of the EDA process. We compare
11 commercial and open-sourced tools, categorizing their interfaces with respect to three stages of EDA:
1) generating initial questions, 2) creating visualizations, and 3) examining visualizations. Finally, we
discuss trade-offs between different interfaces, and identify future work and research opportunities for the
broader EDA technical community.

1 Introduction

Data processing is the procedure to transform collected raw data into useful information. When processing data
in the course of conducting a broader investigation, analysts develop a pipeline or set of activities with linked
outputs and inputs, for their work. A typical data processing pipeline includes acquiring data from different
sources, wrangling and transforming data into a format ready for exploration, exploring data to examine its
quality, discovering insights, building a model for prediction, and finally reporting results [49].

Exploratory data analysis (EDA) is an important step in the data processing pipeline, providing necessary data
profiling and insight discovery prior to in-depth analysis [49]. A number of tools have been proposed from both
academia and industry to better support end users making sense of data [11,13,23,24,26,31,39,41,42,46,47,50,52].
Prior work in this space has summarized the features of such tools based on their task affordances (e.g., univariate
analysis, bivariate analysis, multivariate analysis). Researchers have also adopted a number of lenses for surveying
tools. For example, Staniak et al. reviewed existing libraries by tasks that they can support [40], and Ghosh
et al. reviewed whether existing pillars can handle the high volume of data through empirically studying 43
academic and 7 commercial tools [16]. Existing work focused on the tasks into which tools can fit, however,
risks overlooking or under-emphasizing the human-in-the-loop nature of EDA. The human interface of the tool is
indeed the essential connection point between the system and an analyst’s data processing pipeline, and merits
additional investigation. In this paper, we aim through synthesizing existing pillars of tools, to understand how
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users make sense of data through different interfaces. As interfaces are closely tied to different EDA stages [9],
we contextualize the impact of interfaces from tools in different EDA stages of the data processing pipeline.

One key challenge we face in this work is in aligning the use of tools with stages of the EDA process.
Research communities have extensively examined the EDA process, which is highly iterative and interactive, but
there is no one dominant framework for the EDA process [9,54]. Rather, our understanding is constantly evolving
in concert with tools. Early on, Tukey [27] gives one of the earliest definitions of EDA as the following process:

“1) start with some ideas, 2) iterate between asking a question and creating a design, 3) collect data according
to the designed experiment, 4) perform a statistical analysis of data, and 5) produce an answer"; however, as
EDA tasks and the datasets to be explored are becoming more sophisticated, recent research identifies that there
might not exist schemata for the stages of EDA which are both universal and specific. For example, Shneiderman
uses from the visual information seeking mantra: “overview first, zoom and filter, then details-on-demand" [38]
instead of characterizing exact and implicit stages, and Heer et al. summarize the visual analysis process as “an
iterative process of view creation, exploration, and refinement" [18].

In an effort to retain specificity in our survey while also acknowledging the reality that there is no one perfect
categorization scheme for EDA, we focus on specific user exploration activities as they relate to the interfaces.
In this work, we opt to adapt common definitions from Tukey and adapt them for the modern EDA context.
More specifically, we remove the “collect data" step as we consider the scenario of conducting EDA on collected
data. Besides, since the recent advancement of surveyed tools are mainly about visualizations, we focus on
visualizations in this work. We change “create a design" to “create visualizations", and combine the last two
steps as “examine visualizations". Note that there are also other ways to gain insights during EDA, such as
executing queries and observing their results. Finally, the EDA stages are: 1) Generate Initial Questions: get
some initial questions to explore. 2) Create Visualizations: create visualizations to answer questions. 3) Examine
Visualizations: examine the created visualizations to produce answers or get some new questions.

We surveyed 11 commercial and open-sourced EDA tools and categorized the provided interfaces of the
tools into three stages as discussed before. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we
briefly introduce the selected EDA tools. Then we give examples to illustrate the meaning of each EDA stage,
and describe how the interfaces in each stage can be used to conduct EDA in Section 3. After that, we categorize
interfaces into stages and provide a detailed introduction of each interface in Section 4. Finally, we discuss the
trade-offs between different types of interfaces we observed and identify areas for future work in Section 5.

2 EDA Tools

This section presents the EDA tools we examine in this work. We first describe the methodology for our tool
selection and then introduce each EDA tool.

2.1 Selection Methodology

The 11 tools we examine fall into two categories based on user interfaces of creating visualization: programming
interface tools (Code) and graphical interface tools (No Code). Programming interface tools require a user to
write code for creating visualizations, while graphical interface tools provide visualizations through traditional
WIMP (windows, icons, menus, pointer) interaction techniques. All investigated programming interface tools are
open-sourced, and the graphical interface tools are mixed with open-sourced and commercial tools.

For programming interface tools, we categorize them into task-centric, recommendation-centric, plot-centric,
and profiling-centric based on their intended usage (see Section 4.2 for more details). Then we choose one of
the most popular Python-based libraries under each usage category. The popularity is judged by Github stars
because stars approximate the popularity of an open-sourced library [30]. We focus on Python because it is the
most popular programming language in data science, programming language indices [32, 44], and an area of high
innovation in the EDA space.
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For graphical interface tools, we first identify popular commercial options by following a recent strategic
report from Gartner Inc. [15] including four categories (Leaders, Challengers, Visionaries, and Niche Players) of
BI tools. We choose two tools (Microsoft Power BI [11] and Salesforce Tableau [42]) from the Leaders category,
one tool (Google Looker [17]) from the Challengers category, one tool (SAS Viya [35]) from the Visionaries
category and one tool (Amazon Quicksight [6]) from the Niche Players category. For open-sourced graphical
tools, we include two popular ones, Apache Superset [7] and Voyager2 [50]. Our survey set is listed in Table 8.

2.2 Programming Interface Tools

Pandas. Pandas [29] is one of the most popular data analysis and manipulation libraries for tabular data in Python.
When using Pandas, a user needs to manually load the dataset into Pandas and then generate a visualization by
calling the plotting functions provided by Pandas or using a third-party visualization library. This process usually
requires certain knowledge of the programming language and the tool itself.
PandasProfiling. PandasProfiling [2] is a profiling-centric tool that can generate a profiling report on a given
dataset requiring only one line of code. The profiling report contains visualizations like distributions, correlation
matrices, as well as stats and insights based on the dataset.
DataPrep.EDA. DataPrep.EDA [31] is a task-centric EDA library. It provides functions that are named after a
specific EDA task, e.g. ‘plot_correlation’ for doing correlation analysis, for users to complete EDA tasks using
one line of code. It supports auto-insight for the produced visualizations.
Lux. Lux [24] is a rec-centric EDA library that automates the visualization process. When using Lux, a user uses
the ‘intent language’ to express their interest in a dataset column and optionally specify rows in the dataset. Lux
will then generate a visualization for the interested column and rows, recommending related visualizations.

2.3 Graphical Interface Tools

All the tools in this category do not require a user to write code, but some support using code to access advanced
features. The basic workflow for graphical interface tools is the following: 1) import a dataset by uploading files
or connecting to a database, 2) specify a visualization type and columns set as the x and y-axis to generate a
visualization, and 3) view the results.
Microsoft Power BI. Power BI [11] is a business intelligence tool that allows users to create interactive
visualizations of data. Power BI follows a basic office application workflow but can also automatically generate
several visualizations after importing the data (without requiring a user to specify the visualization type and the
column set). Power BI can also generate insights like trends and anomalies on the whole dataset and on a specific
visualization.
Salesforce Tableau. Tableau [42] is a data analytics software and platform. Like Power BI, Tableau also
automates visualization creation by specifying the type of visualization and the required data transformation after
a user chooses the column set for the x and y-axis. Tableau can also generate visualizations based on natural
language queries.
Google Looker. Google Looker [17] is a cloud BI service based on the Google Cloud Platform (GCP). It
directly connects to data warehouses and creates visualizations from the query result on the data source. After
a visualization is created, Looker can add forecasts into the visualization using machine learning. Looker also
supports generating visualizations from natural language queries.
Amazon QuickSight. Like Google Looker, Amazon QuickSight [6] is a cloud BI service based on AWS. Quick-
Sight can suggest insights based on the data automatically. QuickSight also supports generating visualizations
using natural language by ‘Amazon QuickSight Q’.
SAS Viya. SAS Viya [35] is an AI, analytic and data management platform. Viya follows a standard office tool
workflow to generate visualization and can provide auto-insights through the automated analysis feature.
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Figure 1: Examples of Generating Initial Questions Using Tableau and PowerBI

Apache Superset. Apache Superset [7] is an open-sourced business intelligence web application. Superset
follows the basic workflow to produce visualizations but supports a wide variety of visualizations, including not
only common ones like bar charts but also geography, flow diagrams, and more.
Voyager 2. Voyager 2 [50] is an open-sourced visualization tool for data exploration. Voyager 2 supports
both manual and automated chart specifications for generating visualizations. That is, after importing a dataset,
Voyager 2 will automatically generate several visualizations. After that, the user can specify columns or wildcards
(e.g. all categorical columns) to guide Voyager 2 to generate more related visualizations.

3 Examples of Conducting EDA

To let the reader have a better overview of how different types of interfaces can be used throughout an EDA
process before we dive into the details, we demonstrate an EDA process using the task of predicting the SalePrice
of a home on the publicly available House Prices dataset [10]. The House Prices dataset contains the sale price of
residential homes in Ames, Iowa, with 79 explanatory variables. Amongst the 79 explanatory variables, there are
51 categorical variables and 28 numerical. Some of them are of high quality, and some contain many missing
values. Additionally, only part of the variables is correlated with the SalePrice.
Generate Initial Questions. An EDA process usually starts with skimming through each column to get an
overview of the dataset and to come up with some initial questions. This includes checking dataset-wise statistics,
inspecting missing values and examining univariate and multivariate distributions. We use Tableau Prep Builder as
an example to show how this can be done. As in Figure 1 (a), the profiling report displays the distribution for each
column of the dataset as well as a sample of data at the bottom. The distribution of the column ‘BsmtFinType1’,
which is the ‘Rating of basement finished area’, shows some variance in the distribution while containing a few
missing values (NA). This leads us to come up with the initial question: ‘Do homes with different BsmtFinType1
affect the SalePrice?’

On the other hand, EDA tools with auto-insights can suggest potentially useful information related to the
target column(s). By selecting the ‘SalePrice’ column as the target column, Power BI (Figure 1 (b)) automatically
computed some insights like ‘Average of SalePrice for BsmtFinType1 GLQ is unusually high.‘, guiding us to
explore the relationship between the ‘SalePrice’ column and the ‘BsmtFinType1’ column.
Create Visualizations. After getting some initial questions in mind, the next step is to create visualizations to
answer the question. We create visualizations to examine the relationship between the ‘BsmtFinType1’ column
and the ‘SalePrice’ column using Code and No Code interface.

With the No Code interface, like in most commercial tools, a user can drag and drop column names into the
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visualization area to express the intention of creating a visualization on the specified column. For example, Figure
2 (a) demonstrates how to use the drag and drop feature to create a visualization between ‘BsmtFinType1’ and
‘SalePrice’ using Tableau.

(a) Drag & Drop feature in Tableau (b) Task-centric Interface in Dataprep.EDA

Figure 2: Examples of Creating Visualizations Using Tableau and Dataprep.EDA

On the other hand, a Code interface requires a user to write several lines of code to accomplish the same
goal. While this may seem more effortful, for an experienced user or effectively designed API the time required
ought to be similar to that of an interactive one. Figure 2 (b) demonstrates how to use the task-centric interface in
DataPrep.EDA to create a visualization that helps complete the ‘understanding two variables’ task.
Examine Visualizations. The Examining Visualizations stage then follows. The first step is directly inspecting
the visualization to make sense of its visual scheme, identifying marks and visual features. From Figure 2 (a) we
can see that homes with ‘GLQ’, which stands for ‘Good Living Quarters’ have a tendency to have a higher price,
which agrees with what we get from the auto-insights in Figure 1 (b). Moreover, we can also observe that there
are a few extremely high sale price homes, which might be outliers. In this case, we can iterate with the question
‘are these high sale price GLQ homes outliers,’ and go back to the ‘Create Visualizations’ step. Such iteration is
common in EDA practice.

Other EDA tools also allow users to do different interactions on the visualization. For example, Tableau
(Figure 3 (a)) allows us to pick the outliers directly in the visualization and exclude it from the dataset if we
do think the extraordinarily high sale price in the ‘GLQ’ category is an outlier. Power BI can suggest other
subgroups that make the distribution different. For example, in Figure 3 (b) Power BI indicates that homes
with the ‘Foundation’ equal to ‘BrkTil’ (Brick Tile) have very few ‘GLQ’. The different ways to examine the
visualization provided by the EDA tools help the user to come up with more questions, thus forming a ‘Generate
Question - Create Visualizations - Examine Visualizations’ cycle.

4 Interfaces of EDA Tools

Human interfaces, whether in the form of a programming API or interactive GUI, are an essential component
of modern EDA tools. In this section, we outline the commonalities and differences among the surveyed tools
and connect them to broader trends in EDA research. We do this with respect to the EDA stages described in
the Introduction and outlined in Table 8. We found from existing work and literature a common general pattern
that users will go through interactively: generating initial questions, creating visualizations, and examining
visualizations for answering initial questions or proposing new questions. We will discuss these stages separately
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(a) Manual Interaction (Removing Outliers) in Tableau (b) Automatic Discovery in PowerBI

Figure 3: Examples of Examining Visualizations Using Tableau and PowerBI

Table 8: Interface Design of Commercial and Open-sourced EDA Tools

Tableau Power BI Viya Looker Quicksight Superset Voyage2 Pandas PandasPorfiling DataPrep.EDA Lux

Generate Initial Questions

Data Profiling

Dataset Statistics ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Univariate Distributions ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Multivariate Distributions ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Missing Value Overview ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Auto-insight
Distribution ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Anomalies ✓ ✓ ✓

Trend ✓

Create Visualizations

No Code
Template ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Drag & Drop ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Natural Language ✓ ✓ ✓

Code

Plot-centric ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Task-centric ✓

Profiling-centric ✓
Rec-centric ✓ ✓

Examine Visualizations

Manual Interaction

Select ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Explore ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Reconfigure ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Encode ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Abstract/Elaborate ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Filter ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Connect ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Automatic Discovery
Auto-explanation ✓ ✓ ✓

Auto-insight ✓ ✓ ✓
Recommendation ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

in the following subsections.

4.1 Generate Initial Questions

The first stage we will discuss concerns the generation of initial insights and hypotheses during EDA. As EDA’s
primary aim is to expose data through open-ended exploration [45], the first step of EDA is often to generate
initial questions as starting points. We observed two approaches in our set of tools to generate the initial questions:
data profiling and auto-insight.
Data Profiling. Traditionally, the starting point of exploratory data analysis is “overview first" [38], which can be
achieved by creating a data profiling report using tools like Pandas-Profiling [2] and DataPrep.EDA [31]. There
are several aspects of overview information in data profiling which we observe among our surveyed tools. The
first aspect is providing summary statistics depicting the basic information of the dataset, such as the number of
rows, the number of columns, the number of columns that contain missing values, and so on. The second aspect
is providing distributional information like univariate distributions which depict the distribution of each column
and multi-variate distributions which show the union distribution of multiple columns. And the final aspect is
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providing an overview for the distribution of missing values, such as the missing value percentage of each column
and the missing value location distribution of each column.

Data profiling often involves many potential avenues of exploration (and therefore tool affordances). Some of
them may be useful and some of them may be redundant information. Thus, data profiling requires a degree of
expertise if the interface does not provide obvious suggestions and hooks for the next steps. As many non-experts
also need tools for profiling, there is great potential for future tools in automatically filtering useful information
and providing inspiration. Auto-insight may be suitable for inspiring these non-experts for asking some questions
with possible insights.
Auto Insight. While the profiling report provides a way for users to observe data and come up with some questions,
commercial tools like PowerBI and open-source libraries like Dataprep.EDA provides another approach to start
the exploration, automatically generating insights [14], which may be more convenient for non-technical or
time-sensitive users. The insights are detected by some predefined rules. If a visualization satisfies a rule, then
an insight is reported. We identify three types of insights among our set of tools. The first type is detecting
interesting distributions like highly skewed distributions or low-variance numerical columns. Also, detecting
anomalies like outliers out of 3σ range is also an important type. The last type is detecting interesting trends in
time series like periodic patterns or significant changes.

4.2 Create Visualizations

After users have some questions in mind, the most common next stage in an EDA process is to investigate these
questions more deeply. To accomplish this goal, the tools we examined offer means to create visualizations to
probe the data about user questions and hypotheses. The means of creating visualizations can be divided into two
types based on whether users need to write code: No Code and Code.
No Code. The No Code approaches provide a convenient way for non-technical users that are not familiar
with programming languages to create visualizations. The first way is providing templates for users to fill out.
According to the user-provided information like selected columns and visualization types in templates, the
visualizations are automatically created. The second way is providing users with an interface to select the visible
objects of interest [48] like the columns and visualization types by dragging that used to create the visualization.
If users want to change the selected visible objects, just drop them and switch to new ones. These visible objects
can significantly save users’ time by avoiding writing complex declarative languages or code. The third way is
providing users natural language interface [36] including natural language text and speech [43], which allows
users directly input a question using natural language and then recommend the most related visualizations to
answer this question. The learning curve for these tools is thus much reduced, assuming recommendations are of
high accuracy and users can adequately describe their interests [37].
Code. While No Code approaches may be more convenient for non-technical users, their interfaces may be less
flexible for advanced users. For this reason, EDA tools also often offer Code interfaces which provide analysts
with more complex and adjustable tools (albeit with higher complexity and training requirements). Based on
the granularity of the API, the Code interface has four common types that we have observed: Plotting-Centric,
Recommendation-Centric, Profiling-Centric and Task-Centric. Plot-Centric interfaces provide APIs which are
used to create a specific type of visualization. For example, the plot.hist in Pandas is used to create histograms,
and the plot.bar is used to create bar charts. Recommendation-Centric interfaces provide APIs which can
give users recommendations according to the input datasets. However, the recommendation strategies are often
in one manner. For example, Lux [24] automatically recommends bivariate correlation, univariate distribution
and occurrence. Profiling-Centric interfaces provide APIs which can produce multiple visualizations with one
manner for all datasets. Task-Centric interfaces provide declarative APIs which are create all the visualizations
required by a specific EDA task. For example, DataPrep.EDA [31] provides APIs for statistical modeling tasks.
If users want to create visualizations about missing values, just call plot_missing in Dataprep.EDA. Compared
to plotting-centric interfaces which are under a grain granularity and profiling-centric interfaces which are under
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Figure 4: An example of the asking question feature (the Q&A in Power BI)

a coarse granularity, task-centric interfaces leverage a trade-off of visualization granularity. Also, task-centric
interfaces are easy to customize, e.g. adjusting bin sizes when plotting bar charts for a specific EDA task.

4.3 Examine Visualizations

After visualizations are created, the last step is to examine the visualizations. The goal is to answer initial
questions and find something interesting for proposing new questions. To examine the visualizations, one can
manually interact with the created visualizations to develop an understanding. The system itself can also examine
visualizations by automatically discovering possible insights and explanations, and providing recommendations.
Hence, we classify the interface of examining visualizations into two categories: manual interaction and automatic
discovery.
Examination with Manual Interaction. There exist many works that summarize the interactions for examining
visualizations from different perspectives. We leverage the classification in a survey [55]. As shown in Table 8
(more specifically, Examine Visualizations — Manual Interaction), it classifies the interactions into seven types.
Users often choose the select interaction to highlight their most interesting items in created visualizations. The
way of highlighting can be a color change, or an increase of the shape size. In the other way, users can employ the
explore interaction to explore a different collection of items. One example is panning the map. The reconfigure
interaction allows users to change the “spatial arrangement of representations" [55] in a visualization, e.g. when
users want to sort bar charts according to the heights of bars, the sorting operation rearranges the bars. The
encode interaction can change the representation of the visualizations, such as changing the bar chart to pie chart,
and changing the color and shape of each item. The Abstract/Elaborate interaction allows the user to see more
or fewer details, such as zooming-in for more details and zooming-out for less details (more overviews). The
filter interaction can change the data used for visualization by only keeping items satisfying some conditions.
For example, if the users are interested in the subset of data with condition age < 20, they can add a filter age
< 20 to visualize this subset. The connect interaction is used to highlight corresponding parts among multiple
visualizations for selected items. When different visualizations are created for the same dataset, the user can
select one item from one visualization, and the connect interaction can highlight the corresponding parts related
to the selected item in other visualizations.
Examination with Automatic Discovery. Apart from manual interaction to examine the visualizations, the
system can automatically discover interesting insights and possible explanations to some questions, which helps
users to examine whether the created visualizations can answer their initial questions. Three ways of automatic
discovery are summarized from our set of tools. The first way is also called auto-insight. Compared to the
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auto-insight mentioned in Section 4.1 which detects the insights over the full data, the auto-insight here just
focuses on the data leveraged by created visualizations, i.e. subsets of data. These insights may help users to
answer initial questions and propose new questions. The second way is called auto-explanation, which can
automatically generate possible explanations for interesting aspects in created visualizations. These explanations
may answer initial questions and inspire further questions. The third way is called recommendation. Apart from
the created visualizations, some systems can also recommend related visualizations by changing elements in
current visualizations, which may be helpful to find the answer for initial questions or generate further questions.
For example, Lux [24] can automatically recommend related visualizations by making some changes to existing
visualizations (e.g., add an additional attribute, add a filter or remove an attribute), which provides users answers
and inspirations with external information.

5 Discussion

In this section, we discuss the current status of interfaces for commercial and open-source EDA tools on different
stages, and identify possible research opportunities.

5.1 Generate Initial Questions

Profiling for dependency relationships. We observed most tools only provide profiling for basic statistics of a
single column and at most two columns. However, it lacks the support of more complex profiling such as inclusion
dependency and functional dependency, which are widely studied in the database community. This limits the
insights that users can observe from the profiling result. The challenge here is how to support more complex
profiling and make the process efficient. For example, some approximate approaches can be used. For more types
of profiling and more discussions on this topic, we refer interested readers to a data profiling survey [4].
From descriptive insights to prescriptive insights. We observed the insights provided by most tools are
descriptive (e.g., a group-by query has a very large group), while the research community has many studies on
prescriptive insights [8, 25, 51] (e.g., explaining why the group size is too large). We have seen the trend of
supporting these prescriptive insights in EDA tools. For example, Tableau’s “Explain Data” feature gives possible
explanations for unexpected aggregate values, such as "why is the average housing price too high?".
Seamlessly integrate profiling and auto-insight. Profiling and auto-insight have their own advantages and
limitations. For profiling, it creates many visualizations that cover the basic data characteristics of all columns.
However, users may need to check a lot of visualizations until they find something interesting. For auto-insight, it
directly reports the visualizations that users may be interested in, thus they can spend less time finding something
interesting. However, it may not align with users’ real interests or cover all the columns (e.g., users are interested
in column A, but none of the returned insights contains column A).

Given the pros and cons of profiling and auto-insight interfaces, one natural question is whether we can
combine them to better serve users. For example, if the profiling report contains too many visualizations, then the
auto-insight feature can help highlight possible interesting visualizations and prioritize them to users. Furthermore,
one can also add an auto-insight section in the report, helping users automatically discover questions that are not
covered by observing the report. For this approach, the auto-insight and report should be treated as a whole and
the search space of insight should be reconsidered, e.g., by excluding the insight that can be found using other
visualizations in the report.

5.2 Create Visualizations

Combining Code and No Code interfaces. The No Code interface is easy to use and has fewer requirements
(no programming skill is needed). However, it lacks transparency and users have limited control of the creation
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process. On the other hand, the Code interface provides a more flexible way to create visualizations, but it is not
accessible to non-programmers.

To make the Code interface easier to use, we observed that there is a trend of adding GUI and interaction in
the coding environment like Jupyter Notebook [5, 22]. For example, DataPrep.EDA [31] and Lux [24] generate
interactive visualizations, and Bamboolib [1], PandasGUI [3] and Mage [21] provide GUIs for data exploration.
By integrating Code with Notebook GUI, the Code interface is not only flexible but also easy to use. To increase
the transparency of the No Code interface, one idea is to automatically generate the code for each visualization
such that users can copy and paste the code to a programming environment and reproduce the visualization. In
this way, users have more flexibility to customize visualizations using a programming language.
Natural language as a unified interface. The No Code interface such as drag & drop is convenient to create
visualizations, especially for non-technical users. The advanced feature such as supporting natural language
interfaces takes one step further. It allows users who are not even familiar with BI tools to create visualizations.
The current support of natural language interfaces is still limited. As shown in Figure 4, the supported questions
are relatively simple and follow certain patterns. If a question is not supported, it may recommend the closest
question to the user’s input. For example, the gray keywords are not understood by the system, thus it suggests a
close question and shows its result.

Although natural language support is at an early stage, it has the potential to become a unified interface for
EDA. For example, users may first ask “what’s interesting about data" to discover insights and get some initial
questions. Then the system returns an insight that the average salary in Beijing is much lower than in other cities.
After that, the user asks “why the average salary is low?" through the natural language interface. Finally the
system receives the question and gives an explanation. There are many challenges that exist to build such a system.
For example, handling the ambiguity of natural language queries, mapping the query to visual representation and
managing the dialogue system [37]. We refer interested readers to a recent survey for more discussion [37].

5.3 Examine Visualizations

Augmented Analytics. One big trend of data analysis is the engagement of artificial intelligence (AI) techniques.
Gartner uses the term “augmented analytics" to represent the approach “that automates insights using machine
learning and natural-language generation", and shows that it “marks the next wave of disruption in the data and
analytics market" [34]. As discussed in Section 4, the AI techniques can help at each stage, such as automatically
recommending insights to start exploration, providing a natural language interface for creating visualizations,
and automatically discovering interesting insights and giving possible explanations to understand visualizations.
Although AI techniques are powerful, there still exist some challenges when applying them in EDA scenarios.
For example, EDA is a time-sensitive process, thus the efficiency of applying AI techniques could be a concern,
especially for a large dataset. Then the question is how to make AI techniques efficient for this situation. There
exist some opportunities when we consider the property of EDA scenarios. For example, EDA is a human-in-
the-loop process, and AI techniques should be applied to better serve humans. Hence, some decisions can be
proposed to humans (e.g., selecting the analyzed variables), rather than computing all possibilities. This can help
reduce computing time and improve user experience. Besides, when users make a decision, the thinking time can
also be leveraged for computation [12].

Apart from the efficiency issues, there are some other practical issues of AI models [20, 33]. For example, the
model is trained on training data, but the data itself may be biased. In this case, the model may guide users in a
wrong way, and finally lead to a wrong conclusion. For example, Amazon previously used the recruitment system
to decide whether to recruit a candidate or not, which proves to have considered some sensitive factors [53].
For more discussion about how AI can help automate the EDA system, we refer interested readers to a recent
survey [28].
Leverage context information. While the discussed systems can automatically discover insights and explanations,
the context information is not well leveraged. In the following, we discuss how two types of context, data context
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and session context, may help improve the automatic discovery process.
Data Context. The data itself has semantic meanings and is helpful for multiple tasks, such as data integration,

data discovery, and automatic data preparation [19]. However, we found this is not well used in the studied tools.
For example, one type of auto-insight is to aggregate numerical columns in each group and see whether one group
has a much larger size than the others. In practice, some aggregations may be meaningless, such as computing the
sum of age. If data context is considered, this kind of insight will not be shown to confuse users.

Session Context. As EDA is an iterative process, some discoveries from users might be reused, which can
reduce redundant steps in EDA. For example, if an insight is already reported in the last few steps, then it can
be regarded as a known fact to users and its weight for ranking can be reduced. Besides, the computation from
previous steps may be reused, such that the efficiency can be improved [12].
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